Still ignoring Instagram? (this will help)
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Instagram is the best way to find ideal customers, grow your business, and quickly increase profits.

A recent study showed that 300 MILLION users are in the app every.single.day and it boasts the highest engagement of any other platform. This means people are:

- Excited to see fresh content.
- Searching for ways to make their lives better, enriched, and entertaining.
- Wanting to connect with new accounts they love.

Instagram unrolled its new algorithm and more than a few business owners panicked. Photos are now shown based on a user’s preferences...so how can you guarantee your photos are the first to be shown?

ENGAGEMENT.

The more followers like, comment, and share your Instagram photo, the more relevant it becomes, resulting in more people seeing it.

But what happens if people aren’t engaging with your Instagram posts? How can you ensure you account gets ranked at the top? How can you find your dream customer and ensure they’re engaging with you?

Beyond that, how can you get more followers in the midst of these new changes?

I want to introduce you to one of my good friends (and Inner Circle Mastermind Members!) Jasmine Star!

She is a friggin’ rockstar celebrity in the Photography World (voted top 10 influential photographers on Social Media!) because of Instagram!

And I’ve asked her to share her expertise and wisdom about Instagram with you!

If you’re ready to up your Instagram Game, then come join Jasmine and I for a FREE online class, Unraveling the Instagram Algorithm: 7 Secrets to Engagement + Relevancy

Reserve your seat here:
https://jameswedmore.leadpages.co/webinar-with-jasmine-star/
If you’ve fallen behind or feel like it’s too late use Instagram for your business, she wants to give you a fast-pass for success.

In this hour-long class, Jasmine shows you...

- How to easily write engaging Instagram captions
- How ensure your profile leads to more sales
- How to craft your brand message to attract the right clients
- ...and so much more!

It’s the speedpass to make up for any “falling-behind-ness”

And the good news is she saved you a front-row seat.

We’re expecting this class to fill up FAST, so the only way to make sure you get your seat (and learn how to get more sales on Instagram)...

**Is to claim a spot now.**

This *live* class is going to teach you how to use her helpful tips and apply them immediately for BIG results. Also, she’ll be answering questions, so if you show up live, to get your questions answered!

See you there!

Cheers,

James Wedmore

P.S.  See ya there!
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